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Abstract
Technology has changed the way that educators are able to present
curriculum to students across grade levels and throughout the educational
landscape. Advancements in technology have given special education teachers
new ways to present material that meets kinesthetic, visual, and auditory learners
specific needs at the same time. This project looked at how Promethean
technology can be used in order to support students with moderate/severe
needs. Specific interactive Promethean flipcharts were designed that correlate to
four students IEP goals. In addition, an instructional manual was developed by
the researcher in order to assist and encourage other special education teachers
to begin developing Promethean flipcharts for their specific students. When
utilized correctly Promethean technology gives educators the ability to develop
and individualize digital curriculum and present it to students on a large
interactive whiteboard (ActivBoard). As research has shown, the use of
interactive whiteboards can drastically increase student engagement,
performance, and participation.

Keywords: Promethean, ActivBoard, ActivInspire, Individualized
Education Program (IEP)
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Chapter One
Introduction
Over the past decade the use of technology has become an essential
component in classrooms across all grade levels. New advancements in
technology have given teachers the ability to present information in ways that
had not previously been possible. Students can now watch live feeds of
presidential addresses; political science classes can hold on-line debates with
another class in Great Britain; and art teachers can easily take their students for
a virtual tour of the Louvre right from the classroom.
As technology has advanced, so has the way that students are presented
with new information. Computers, tablets, and other devices have allowed
teachers to present material that can easily meet the needs of visual, auditory,
and kinesthetic learners at the same time. One such device that has recently
found its way into classrooms throughout California is the Promethean
Activboard.
Promethean World plc was founded in Blackburn, England in 1997 by
Tony Cann. The company originally released a software program entitled
PandA, a program that was later updated and replaced by the ActivInspire
program that is used in many classrooms today. Promethean ActivInspire has
been adopted by school districts throughout the United States as they strive to
stay up to date on current advancements in technology. Promethean also
developed a number of interactive display boards that allow students to interact
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with a large interactive whiteboard by using ActivPens, ActivTablets,
ActivRemote, ActiVote, and/or ActivWands.
For many students this tool provided them with yet another way to access
curriculum via technology. For others, this tool has given them access to the
internet and computer programs for the first time. Many students in both general
education and special education struggle with the fine motor skills that are
needed in order to manipulate/control a traditional keyboard and mouse
computer setup. The Promethean ActivBoard has also given many students with
visual impairments the ability to work with a screen large enough to meet their
specific needs.
One of the most unique aspects of the Promethean system is the ability to
create, manipulate, and adjust flipcharts by using the ActivInspire program.
Flipcharts are interactive slides that can be developed by an individual teacher
and operated by students using a computer and ActivBoard. This technology
allows teachers to specifically design flipcharts in order to deliver a particular
lesson or to meet the needs of individual students.
The Promethean system has given special education teachers, in
particular, an entirely new way to address students’ individual needs and give
these students access to the curriculum. Students who had not previously been
able to access technology due to their disabilities, may now be able to work with
an ActivBoard. Additionally, teachers now have the ability to specifically design
flipcharts in order to meet their students’ individual needs/Individualized
Education Program (IEP) goals.
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Despite the advantages of using Promethean technology, some
classrooms have been slow to adjust. While working at a large Southern
California school district, the researcher noticed that many times this amazing
technology can sit dormant in the back corner of the classroom, unused by the
very students who may most benefit from its use.
Purpose of the Project
There is a wide variety of information available for general education
teachers who wish to develop their own flipcharts and make use of the
Promethean ActivBoard and ActivInspire software. School districts consistently
provide workshops/professional development opportunities concerning the use of
Promethean ActivBoards and there are a number of websites available that are
focused on developing and sharing flipcharts. Sadly, this is not true in the area
of special education, especially for teachers who are working with students with
moderate/severe disabilities. A preliminary search by the researcher for such
information, tailored to special education teachers, revealed a surprising lack.
This project is comprised of two components. The first component consists of an
informational guidebook for special education teachers to teach them how to
develop flipcharts to meet the individual needs of each of the learners in their
respective classrooms. The second component of the project consists of sample
flipcharts that are specifically designed to meet the Individualized Educational
Program goals of students with moderate/severe disabilities. These flipcharts not
only help students to meet their IEP goals, but are designed to accommodate
each student’s individual needs.
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Preview Literature
Technology has been changing the way that educators are able to present
curriculum to students for decades and will continue to do so in the future.
Research, both old and new, has continually shown that technology can be used
within the classroom in order to increase both student achievement and student
engagement across grade levels. More recently, studies have begun to be
published that focus on how interactive whiteboards can be used in the
classroom in order to meet the needs of students with disabilities.
Research has shown that interactive whiteboards can impact sight word
reading and encourages observational learning (Mechling, Gast, & Krupa, 2007).
The large size of interactive whiteboards allows students in both large and small
groups to observe each other while learning academic concepts in ways that
have previously impossible on smaller personal computers. Interactive
whiteboards have also proven to be very beneficial when working with English
Language Learners due to the fact that teachers can easily add audio and visual
supports to lessons (Preston & Mowbray, 2008).
In addition to academic support, research has also shown that interactive
whiteboards can help to support the social needs of students in special education
classrooms. A 2011 study looked at how interactive whiteboards can be used in
order to teach social stories to students with autism (Sutman & Xin, 2011).
Researchers in this study developed social stories that were individualized for
each student and that could be used/viewed on the classroom’s interactive
whiteboard. This allowed the students to view individualized digital social stories
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that included visual and audio recordings of themselves, thus creating a more
interactive personal experience.
Current research continues to support the notion that technology can be a
powerful tool in the classroom. When used correctly, technology has the ability
to increase student motivation and allows teachers to present curriculum that can
be specifically created and modified in order to meet each student’s individual
academic and/or social needs.
Preview Methodology
There is very little training available for special educators on how to use
Promethean boards and flipcharts in order to meet the diverse needs of each of
their students. In order to fill this gap and provide special education teachers
with the support that they need, an informational guidebook was developed by
the researcher. This guidebook focuses on providing special education teachers
with the information and support that they need in order to begin developing
flipcharts for their individual students. The guidebook contains information about
how flipcharts are made, how teachers can find online materials, and where
teachers can go in the future to find support.
In addition to the guidebook a number of flipcharts were developed to
provide teachers with digital examples of how flipcharts can be used to work on
and ultimately meet specific IEP goals. These flipcharts are powerful examples
for other teachers to see and show how flipcharts can be developed in order to
accommodate students’ needs and help students to succeed in the classroom.
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Significance of Project
Technology can be an extremely powerful tool and has the ability to give
students access to curriculum like never before. Promethean boards have given
students the ability to interact with a computer interface on a large touch screen
display. For many students, this large touch screen format gives them the ability
to interact with a computer interface for the first time. Effective utilization of this
technology will potentially allow countless students with fine motor difficulties,
vision impairments, and other disabilities to access, manipulate, and interact with
computer programs in ways that have previously been unobtainable.
Developing Promethean flipcharts that correlate directly to IEP goals has
the potential to change the way that students with special needs are given
access to curriculum. Flipcharts allow teachers to create, change, and modify
the digital interface that the student is working with in order to meet each
student’s individual academic and social needs. This moves away from “one size
fits all” educational software and gives the teacher the ability to create flipcharts
that are specifically designed for individual students in his/her classroom.
Educating teachers on how they can independently develop, modify, and
manipulate flipcharts will empower them to present curriculum and work on IEP
goals like never before.
Summary of Chapter
Technology in the classroom has unbelievable potential and it is often up
to the teacher to use it correctly in order to give students the
modifications/accommodations that they need in order to succeed. Promethean
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boards, in particular, are often under-used in special education classrooms. This
lack of effective use can be the result of little to no available training focused on
special education. This project focuses on filling this gap and providing special
education teachers with the training, examples, and access to information that
they need in order to begin developing, modifying, and using flipcharts that are
specifically designed to meet the individual needs of all the students in their
classroom.
Definitions
ActivPen- Wireless magnetic tipped pen-like instrument used to manipulate and
control items on Activboard. The ActivPen is similar in its use to the mouse on a
traditional computer system. The ActivPen is the fundamental means by which
the user interacts with the ActivBoard.
ActivRemote- Allows user to control ActivBoard and perform web browser
functions that are generally made using keyboard shortcuts.
ActiVote- Six Button wireless learner response system
ActivWand- Same function as ActivPen with a 21” reach
ActivBoard- Large interactive whiteboard
ActivInspire- Software program used by teachers in order to allow students to
interact with ActivBoard.
Individualized Education Program (IEP)- Required plan developed by parents,
teachers, administrators, service providers, and student for all
students who are provided with special education services.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
The use of Promethean technology in the classroom has given teachers
the ability to present curriculum like never before. In truth, technology has been
changing the way that teachers present information for decades and will continue
to do so in the future. Numerous studies have been done on how technology can
be used in order to increase student engagement and achievement across grade
levels and in both general and special education.
Students are using low-tech options such as Picture Exchange
Communication Systems (PECS) in order to communicate as well as newer more
technical options such as specific Augmentative and Alternative Communication
(AAC) applications on Apple Inc.’s iPad. As the use of technology within the
classroom continues to grow, so do the possibilities for supporting students with
special needs in new and exciting ways. Research, both new and old, continues
to support the idea that teachers can use technology in a variety of ways in order
to give students with disabilities the supports and scaffolds that they need in
order to succeed both in the general education environment and in a special
education classroom.
The Use of Technology in the Educational Setting
Technology has been changing the way that teachers are able to present
curriculum for decades. Research continues to show that the use of new
advancements in technology can often increase both student motivation and
student achievement within the classroom environment.
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A 2010 case study looked at how information technology based exercises
could be used while working with students with cerebral palsy and intellectual
disabilities (Reis, Cabral, Peres, Bessa, Valente, Marais, Soares Baptista, Aires,
Escola, Bulas-Cruz, & Reis, 2010). Researchers in this study looked at two
separate students, one student with cerebral palsy and anther student with an
intellectual disability. The students were given access to a variety of multimedia
exercises in a digital format that related to the mathematics curriculum they had
been studying. Results from the case study showed that both students were
much more interested in the multimedia exercises than they were with traditional
paper and pencil exercises. Researchers also found that the students appeared
to be more persistent, happy, and positive about their learning experience when
using the multimedia exercises. Researchers stated that:
Having the multimedia exercises for reference, on average, we can also
conclude that the child needed less assistance, had more joy, less
anxiety, less apathy, more attention, less disinterest, less withdrawn, less
resolution difficulties...(p. 112)
In order to stay current on advancements in technology, educators
themselves must continue their education and stay up to date on current
advancements in technology. A 2007 journal article published in the
Developmental Disabilities Bulletin looked at how assistive technology training for
teachers is important and how it can be done effectively online (Cheung &
Chmiliar, 2007). It is often a sad truth that teachers themselves may lack the
specific skills or knowledge base that is needed in order provide the detailed
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training and support required when implementing new assistive technology
devices/tools within the classroom.
Teachers frequently report a lack of skills and knowledge in the area of
providing support for the use of assistive technology tools in the
classroom,

largely as a result of inadequate pre-service training (p. 18).

In their article Cheung and Chmiliar review an online course that was developed
to fill the gap that often occurs between advancements in technology and
effective utilization of the advancements by educators. In order to effectively
implement new advancements in technology into the classroom setting, it is
essential that educators are trained in how to successfully integrate the
technology into the classroom’s curriculum.
There are a number of new advancements in technology that have the
potential to change classrooms and the way that students are presented with
new curriculum. Yet, as noted in the Cheung and Chmiliar study, teachers must
also learn how to effectively utilize current advancements in technology in order
to effectively reach each of their students in a manner consistent with the
students’ individual needs. In another study published in 2007, researcher Karen
Morrison looked at how assistive computer technology could be successfully
implemented within a school system (Morrison, 2007). In her study, Morrison
stated that:
To ensure the students are provided with the appropriate assistive
computer technology, educators not only need to be educated on the use
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for assistive computer technology, but on which tools will be appropriate
for the unique needs of students with learning problems (p. 85).
Morrison noted that technology can be a very effective way to teach students, but
it is essential that the teachers themselves are familiar with the technology and
how it can best be implemented in order to meet students’ individual needs.
Morrison summed up her research by concluding that:
The system for assistive computer technology service delivery needs to be
more carefully aligned so that each part of the system is supporting
implementation. To ensure that assistive computer technology is being
utilized to fulfill it(s) potential to support learning for students with learning
problems, all stakeholders need to make a commitment to the assistive
computer technology implementation process and align their efforts...(p.
91)
A separate 2011 study published in The Turkish Online Journal of
Educational Technology looked at how computers can be used by individuals
who are orthopedically impaired within the educational environment (Dincyurek,
Arsan & Caglar, 2011). Researchers not only looked at how computer usage can
benefit these individuals, but also concluded that there is a severe need to
educate others on how to provide students who are orthopedically impaired with
the proper technological equipment and programs in order to help them succeed.
Without the proper training, much of this equipment may not be utilized to its
fullest and the very students for whom this equipment/program was intended for
will not be able to fully access the curriculum.
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Researchers concluded that:
Education technology and computer-assisted education courses must
be added to the undergraduate programs of special education
departments of universities that train teachers (p. 214).
This study demonstrates the obvious truth that, although new educational
technologies have proven to be very effective in the classroom, it is essential that
the teachers who utilize them must first be trained in how to successfully
implement each new technology within the educational setting.
Another study published in the International Journal of Special Education
looked at how specific computer-assisted instruction can be used in order to
improve comprehension among students with learning disabilities (Stetter &
Hughes, 2011). Nine high school students with learning disabilities participated
in this study. Students were presented with computer based reading
comprehension programs on a daily basis. Researchers measured student
progress/achievement through a variety of methods, including story mapping,
standardized assessments, and daily tests. Results of this study were varied but
researchers found:
Although results on the daily quizzes showed little or no growth in
students’ comprehension, two out of three students in each intervention
group and all students in the baseline group showed improvement on the
Gates-MacGinitie comprehension test (p. 96).
Computer-assisted instruction has been on the rise over the past decade and in
2006 researchers published an article that studied how computer-assisted
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instruction may or may not work within a first-grade classroom (Evmenova, Jeffs,
Rider & Warren, 2006). In this study researchers looked at a first grade
classroom in North Carolina. Instruction took place within the classroom during
small group cooperative learning activities/lessons. Eighteen students
participated including 10 females and 8 males. Students were given a pretest
and a posttest in order to measure achievement. Over the course of the study
students were given access to and taught to use the WordMaker software
program. The study took place over a 10-week period and researchers found
83% of students’ scores went up between the pre and post test. Researchers
stated that:
Throughout the use of the WordMaker software, students manipulated
letters to make words, which lead them to discover new word patterns.
Students began to experience success while spelling unfamiliar words.
Students enjoyed using this program and benefited from the way in which the
interactive software encouraged individual students to use sounds in order to
successfully spell out new and unfamiliar words.
Research has shown time and time again that with the proper
implementation and execution, new technologies can drastically enhance the
way that curriculum is presented within the classroom. This leads directly into
one of the most current and radical advancements in classroom technology, the
interactive whiteboard.
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The Use of Interactive Whiteboards within the Educational Setting
Interactive whiteboards, both Promethean Boards and SMART Boards,
are relatively new and have just recently been implemented into a variety of
educational settings. Thus, very little research has been done, but the research
that is available points to the notion that these interactive whiteboards can be a
very powerful, exciting, and fun way to expose students to new curriculum and
support them both academically and socially in ways that have previously been
unimaginable.
As interactive whiteboards have made their way into classrooms across
the world it has become essential that students and teachers alike adapt and
accept this new technology. A 2012 study developed an instrument in order to
measure elementary students’ attitudes toward using SMART Boards in the
classroom (Sad, 2012). Sad developed an attitude scale based on 24 questions
which asked students to respond by stating that they strongly agree, agree
slightly, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 24 statements.
Qualitative results showed that the measurement created by Sad is both valid
and reliable. It is important that educators are able to measure both the success
of interactive whiteboards as well as students’ specific attitudes toward using this
new technology.
A 2007 article published in the Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders
looked at the impact of SMART Board technology on sight word reading and
observational learning (Mechling, Gast & Krupa, 2007). Researchers evaluated
how SMART Boards could be used in order to have students read specific
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grocery words, match photos of grocery items to their corresponding photos, use
observational learning in order to have students read their grocery words to their
peers, and match observational grocery words to other photos of the specific
object. Students were presented material in a small group setting using a large
interactive whiteboard (SMART Board). Mechling, Gast, and Krupa found that
the:
Results indicate increased correct reading and matching of each set of
target words using SMART Board technology with the 3s CTD procedure.
All students reached criteria for each of their target set words (p. 1877).
The size of the classroom SMART board enabled researchers to present
material to students in a small group as opposed to the 1:1 teacher to
student ratio that is often required when using smaller personal
computers.
The researchers further stated that:
With this format, students can readily view computer presented
information on a large screen which traditionally has been presented on a
small computer monitor. Results support the large screen for delivering
target information and learning of other students’ information by making
images more visible and increasing attention to the task (p. 1879).
This research establishes the idea that larger interactive whiteboards give
teachers the ability to reach groups of students in ways that have not previously
been possible in a small group setting. Students are not only learning through
the use of technology, but they are increasing their educational awareness
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through observational learning by watching their peers interact with the SMART
Board.
Mechling continued her research in 2009 alongside Monica Campbell by
looking at how Small group computer-assisted instruction may or may not be
affected with the use of SMART Board technology (Campbell & Mechling, 2009).
The study looked at how effective the use of SMART Board technology is when
teaching letter sounds to students in a small group setting. Again, the
researchers looked at how the SMART Board could be used in order to directly
teach students and the effect of observational learning that takes place by simply
having the students observe one another while working in a small group setting.
Mechling and Campbell looked at three kindergarten students with learning
disabilities. All three students had IEP’s that had specific goals in the areas of
increasing letter and sound identification. Students were pulled out of their
general education classrooms and participated in a small group setting within a
special education resource classroom. Campbell and Mechling found that:
Results are supportive for (a) acquisition of target information presented in
a small group arrangement via a large interactive whiteboard screen, (b)
acquisition of peers’ target and nontarget information through observation,
and (c) acquisition of incidental information embedded in feedback
statements of instructional trials (p. 55).
As in the previous study that Mechling had participated in, results show
that the use of a large interactive whiteboard helped the students to achieve
academic goals through the use of the technology as well as the observational
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learning that takes place while others in the small group are using the SMART
Board.
A separate 2008 study looked at the use of SMART Boards for teaching and
assessing kindergarten students during science class (Preston & Mowbray,
2008). Researchers found that the interactive whiteboard, when used with audio
and visual supplements, allowed students to demonstrate their understanding of
complex concepts without having a highly developed reading/writing skill set.
This proved to be very effective when working with the classrooms ESL
population, who were able to complete certain tasks using the SMART Board that
they had previously struggled to complete when forced to use more traditional
paper and pencil techniques. Preston and Mowbray conclude by stating that:
Many beneficial purposes of SMART Boards were perceived by teachers
often relating to opportunities to elicit children’s ideas and gain evidence
for their level of conceptual or skills development (p. 52).
As interactive white boards have become more prevalent within the
educational setting, educators have continued to find new ways to use the
technology in order to further support their students’ specific needs. In 2011 Xin
and Sutman looked at how SMART Boards could be used in order to teach social
stories to students with autism (Sutman & Xin, 2011). Researchers created
social stories for students that could be used on the classroom’s large SMART
Board. Using this technology allowed teachers to input video, photos, audio, and
text in order to provide students with social stories that were individualized, many
times using photos of themselves, and that utilized auditory, visual, and
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kinesthetic modalities in order to give the student a more interactive experience
with their specific social stories. Researchers found that the students who
participated in the study all benefited from the use of SMART Boards paired with
social stories.
Xin and Sutman wrote that:
Using a computer program to present the social situation, which includes
the student’s self-modeling the appropriate behavior, appears to motivate
the student to learn…visual self-images, social stories, and computerassisted instruction, when combined, can result in the desired learning for
students with ASD (p. 24).
This article shows that interactive whiteboards can be used in order to
support students socially as well as academically within the classroom setting.
Conclusion
Over the past decade research has continually shown that new
advancements in technology can change they way that educators are able to
present information/curriculum to students within the classroom. In many cases
technology can increase student motivation and allow teachers to support
students like never before. The recent implementation of interactive whiteboards
into the educational setting has given teachers yet another tool to help students
achieve. Research has shown that not only do these boards help students
academically, but they can also be powerful tools when working on social skills
with students who need additional support.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
Technology has changed the way that teachers are able to present
curriculum to their students. More specifically, research has shown that
interactive whiteboards have provided educators the opportunity and ability to
present information to students in both large and small group settings with
curriculum that is specifically developed to meet students’ individual needs.
Using interactive whiteboards, such as Promethean or SMART Boards, allows
educators to design distinctively interactive digital curriculum that has the ability
to reach students through visual, auditory, and kinesthetic modalities at the same
time, during the same lesson.
The powerful ActivInspire software that was first developed by
Promethean enables teachers to individualize flipcharts/interactive programming
in order to meet students’ unique and individual needs as never before. This
software provides the means to essentially change the way that teachers are
able to present curriculum and gives students a more individualized experience
in the learning environment. For special education teachers, this software, when
paired with a Promethean Board, is nothing short of revolutionary. Individualized
Education Program (IEP) goals can suddenly be brought to life and presented on
a large, interactive digital screen. Special education teachers are now free to
design flipcharts using ActivInspire that integrate video, audio, and content text in
order to enhance student engagement and achievement. The purpose of this
study is to examine the use of and provide specific methods of using Promethean
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flipcharts that are specifically designed to meet the academic needs/IEP goals of
students with moderate/severe disabilities. The following pages describe the
specific design, setting, participants, instruments, and procedures that were used
by the researcher over the past year to achieve this task.
Design
All data obtained during this study was used for typical and commonly
shared educational purposes, thus no informed consent to students’ participation
in the study was required. The researcher began by reviewing the IEP goals of
four students enrolled in a special education classroom for students with
moderate/severe needs. Using the academic goals that were agreed upon by
the IEP team for each student, the researcher then developed specific flipcharts
based upon these goals that were individualized in order to meet each student’s
specific academic and/or social needs. This included the creation of flipcharts
that were precisely crafted in order to meet each student’s auditory, visual,
and/or kinesthetic learning styles.
Last, a manual was developed by the researcher in order to inform other
educators, administrators, parents, and others involved in the educational setting
about the benefits of using Promethean technology with students with
moderate/severe disabilities. Information in the manual includes: (a) specific
references, (b) links to support websites, (c) an introduction to Promethean
Boards and the ActivInspire software program and (d) sample flipcharts
developed in the study.
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Setting and Participants
All research and development took place at a small elementary school
located in Southern California. The site is a public school located in one of the
larger school districts in the state of California. The site is a relatively small
elementary school consisting of grades kindergarten through fifth grade. There
are fourteen teachers on the staff, including four special education teachers.
Twenty-two percent of the student population at the school site is English
Language Learners and the site recently received the Title I Academic
Achievement Award for exemplary practices.
The manual and sample Promethean flipcharts were developed, based
upon IEP goals, for potential use by special educators within the aforementioned
Southern California school district. However, the researcher is not aware of any
reason why the manual and flipcharts would not be equally effective in another
setting.
Instruments
The ActivInspire software developed by Promethean World, PLC was
used in order to develop sample flipcharts based upon individual students’ IEP
goals. ActivInspire software allows educators to specifically design interactive
multimedia flipcharts in order to deliver detailed lessons that meet students’
individual academic needs. When this program is paired with an ActivBoard,
students are able to interact with and manipulate the digital curriculum that has
been specifically designed in order to meet their academic needs.
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Adobe Creative Suite 5.5 was used in order to develop the informational
manual for special educators, administrators, and parents.
Procedures
There is little training available for special educators about how to use
Promethean boards and flipcharts in order to meet the diverse needs of each of
their students. Many of the existing professional development opportunities
focus primarily on how educators can meet the needs of students within the
general education environment. Very little time is set aside to focus on how
educators can use Promethean technology to support students in special
education, even less time is focused on how to meet the needs of learners with
moderate/severe disabilities. In order to fill this gap and provide special
education teachers with the support that they need, a manual has been
developed by this researcher using Adobe Creative Suite 5.5. This manual
focuses on providing special education teachers with the information, instruction
and support needed in order to begin developing flipcharts for their own
individual students. The manual contains information about how flipcharts are
made, how teachers can find online materials, an introduction to Promethean
Boards, an introduction to the ActivInspire software, and where teachers can go
in order to find support in the future.
In addition, a number of flipcharts were developed by the researcher in
order to provide teachers with powerful examples of how flipcharts can be used
to meet and work on specific IEP goals of students with moderate/severe
disabilities. Each page of the sample flipcharts specifically correlates to an
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academic goal that was set by one of the four subject student’s IEP team. These
flipcharts are powerful examples for other teachers, parents, and administrators
to see and experience how flipcharts can be developed in order to accommodate
students’ needs and help them to meet their academic goals with new technology
in the classroom.
Summary of Chapter
The purpose of this project was to develop individualized Promethean
flipcharts based upon students’ with moderate/severe disabilities specific
academic IEP goals. In addition, a manual was developed by the researcher in
order to instruct other special educators, parents, and administrators about how
Promethean technology can be used in order to meet the academic goals of
students with moderate/severe disabilities. All research and development took
place at an elementary school located in a large Southern California School
District.
Promethean’s ActivInspire software was used in order to develop the
flipcharts and Adobe Creative Suite 5.5 was used to design and create the l
manual focusing on how Promethean Boards can be used in order to meet the
needs of students with moderate/severe disabilities. Chapter four of this study
reviews the outcome of the manual delivery as well as the flipcharts that were
designed by the researcher using the ActivInspire software. Direct visual
examples of the flipcharts are provided as screen shots as well as details of how
these can be used by teachers in order to meet the needs of students with
moderate/severe disabilities.
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Chapter 4
Project
Research continues to prove that technology can be a powerful, exciting,
and unique way to enhance curriculum and increase student engagement,
motivation, and achievement. Promethean technology is a strong and effective
example of this power of technology in the classroom. It allows educators and
paraprofessionals alike the opportunity to address kinesthetic, visual, and
auditory modalities in the same lesson. This can be especially beneficial for
special educators. The purpose of this project is to show these particular
educators how they can support students with moderate/severe disabilities
through the use of Promethean technology.
This chapter includes two distinctive sets of documents. The first
documents are a series of screen shots of the actual Promethean flipcharts that
were developed by the researcher. Each of these pages represents a complete
digital file that was created through the use of the ActivInspire program. Each
flipchart was developed in order to represent specific academic goals as set out
by the IEP team. When used on a Promethean ActivBoard, each of these
flipcharts can be manipulated and adjusted by the student in order to work on
IEP goals. Some of the examples show two separate screenshots, the first of the
flipchart as the student initially sees it, and the second is shown after the student
is able to give his/her answer and manipulate the icons on the flipchart. Many of
the flipcharts contain audio and visual components in order to enhance the
experience and further scaffold learning for individual students. All student
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names on the individual flipcharts have been changed in order to maintain
confidentiality.
The second set of documents found in this chapter are copies of the
informational manual that was developed in order to inform administrators,
educators, parents, and others about the benefits of using Promethean
technology with students with moderate/severe disabilities. This manual contains
an introduction into Promethean/ActivInspire, specific references, sample
flipcharts, and links to support websites.
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Promethean Flipchart
Figure 1 is an introduction flipchart slide designed by the researcher. It is
intended to be an introduction to the lesson and can be modified in order to
change the date and/or overall message of the body paragraph. Font size/color
and background color can also be changed in order to help support students with
vision impairments.
Figure 1
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The figure 2 flipchart slide helps to support a student’s color matching IEP
goal. The student uses the Promethean ActivPen in order to “click and drag” the
colors on the top and match them to the colors at the bottom of the slide.
Figure 2
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Figure 3 shows what the flipchart slide looks like after the student correctly
manipulates each color into the correct location.
Figure 3
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Figure 4 is an example of a flipchart slide that allows teachers to work on
a variety of language arts curriculum. Students can use the Promethean
ActivPen in order to identify and circle specific letters or letter sounds. Students
can also circle/underline the letters in their name or spell out specific sight words
that they are working toward mastery. There are two hyperlinks at the bottom of
the page. The first hyperlink, the arrow icon, links students to a phonics website
(www.starfall.com) where students can continue working on a phonics based
cause/effect internet application. The second hyperlink, the check-mark icon,
links students to the reading upgrade website (www.readingupgrade.com). The
reading upgrade website allows students to work on their reading/comprehension
skills and tracks individual students progress throughout the school year.
Figure 4
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Figure 5 is an example of how students interact with this specific flipchart
slide. Using the ActivPen, students choose the color that they would like to circle
with and then identify letters based on sounds and/or specific letter names. They
then use the hyperlinks to open up a web browser that will connect the students
to the aforementioned phonics programs.
Figure 5
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This flipchart slide, figure 6, was developed for a student who is working
on learning to sign her name using American Sign Language. The green check
mark icon is a hyperlink that connects the user directly to a YouTube
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMQHd1UBkeI)	
  video of an American Sign
Language alphabet song.
Figure 6
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Figure 7 displays a slide that allows students to click and drag the color
name and match it to the correct color. Colors can be changed or the teacher
can modify the slide to contain only 1 or 2 colors for the student to identify, thus
further scaffolding student learning.
Figure 7
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The slide displayed in figure 8 represents what the flipchart looks like after
the student drags all the color names into the corresponding color box.
Figure 8
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Figure 9 displays a flipchart that can be used by the student to identify
specific letters in her name by pointing to the letters or circling them using the
ActivPen. The student can also write the letters of her name in the boxes below
each letter. In this example, pictures of the student’s favorite animals were
added in order to personalize the flipchart. The pictures themselves can act as
hyperlinks and link the student to other phonics based websites or contain audio
files that pronounce the name of each animal.
Figure 9
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Figure 10 is an example of how this flipchart can be manipulated by the
student. The student is able to work on writing her name using the ActivPen.
The letters in the white boxes work as a scaffold/model in order to support the
student while she is writing her name.
Figure 10
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The flipchart slide shown in figure 11 can be used by each student as they
enter the classroom every morning. It is part of the daily routine and is easily
modified in order to meet each student’s specific needs. If a student is unable to
identify his/her own name, a picture can be supplemented or a picture of the
student can be placed above/below the written name of the student.
Figure 11
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Figure 12 shows the flipchart after it has been manipulated by the
students. Each student is able to come up to the board and use the ActivPen in
order to drag their name over to the “school box.”
Figure 12
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This flipchart slide, figure 13, allows students to work on their sequencing
goals. In this case, an apple was used, but the sequence can be quickly
changed in order to personalize the slide for the student. It is also possible to
make a hand washing or cutting sequence in order to support other IEP goals
that the student may have.
Figure 13
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Figure 14 demonstrates what the flipchart slide looks like after the student
drags each apple icon into the correct place.
Figure 14
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Figure 15 is an example of a flipchart slide focusing on identifying the
weather. Students are able to click and drag the icon that represents each day’s
weather into the large white box on the right hand side of the screen. Students
can also write in the smaller white box. The green check-mark icon, located in
the lower right hand side of the screen, links students to a weather website
(www.weather.com) where students can check the week’s weather forecast.
Figure 15
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Figure 16 shows how the students are able to manipulate/write on the
flipchart slide.
Figure 16
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The flipchart slide displayed in figure 17 helps students to work on specific
counting goals. Students can click and drag objects (in this case the chicken
icons) into the larger white box. Teachers can specify a specific number by
writing that number in the smaller white box on the right hand side of the screen.
Objects can be changed in order to personalize the slide for an individual
student’s specific interests.
Figure 17
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Figure 18 shows what the slide looks like after it has been manipulated
and used by a student.
Figure 18
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The flipchart slide displayed in figure 19 is based upon a student’s goal to
identify specific shapes. This slide allows students to use the ActivPen and drag
each shape’s written name and place it inside the correct shape. Sound files can
also be imbedded into the shapes. This allows the student to gain extra audio
support by clicking on the shape and hearing the shape’s name come through
the classroom’s speakers.
Figure 19
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Figure 20 shows the “shapes” flipchart slide after it has been correctly
modified by the student.
Figure 20
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Figure 21 is an example of a flipchart slide that was designed to meet a
student’s math goal. In this case, the student is required to identify how many
objects are in each box by writing the number in the smaller white box in the
middle of the page. Again, the educator can change icons in order to personalize
the slide for each student’s individual interests. Icons can also be
added/subtracted from each box to change the specific number that the student
is identifying.
Figure 21
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Figure 22 shows how a student is able to use the ActivPen to identify/write
the correct number of objects in each box.
Figure 22
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The flipchart slide displayed in figure 23 requires students to identify the
current day, the next day, and the previous day. In order to manipulate this slide,
students must click and drag the days of the week written icons and place them
in the correct location. When the green arrow icon at the top right hand corner of
the screen is pressed the “days of the week” song plays.
Figure 23
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Figure 24 shows how students have the ability to click and drag the days
of the week icons into the correct location.
Figure 24
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The flipchart shown in figure 25 was developed to work on a student’s
visual pattern sequencing goal. The student is able to click and drag the icons
located in the large white box and place them in the correct location on each
sequence line. Objects in the sequence line can be modified by the teacher in
order to increase difficulty, maintain interest, or personalize the flipchart slide for
each student.
Figure 25
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Figure 26 displays how the flipchart slide appears after the student has
manipulated it correctly.
Figure 26
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Informational Manual
An informational manual was developed by the researcher in order to
inform and educate parents, educators, and administrators of how Promethean
technology can be used to meet the academic needs of students with
moderate/severe disabilities. The manual includes a rationale, specific detailed
examples of Promethean flipcharts, definitions of key components of the
Promethean system, references, and useful resources. The researcher plans to
distribute this manual to other special education teachers at upcoming special
education professional development opportunities. A full copy of the manual is
located under Appendix A.
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Chapter Five
Project Recommendations
The purpose of this project was to develop specific Promethean flipcharts
that correlate to the IEP goals of students with moderate/severe disabilities. In
addition an informational manual was developed in order to assist and encourage
other special educators to begin using Promethean technology with their own
students in the classroom setting. The researcher recognized a significant gap in
the Promethean professional development support opportunities that were
available, and designed this project in order to offer support and information for
colleagues and other teachers of students with moderate/severe disabilities. The
flipcharts were developed so as to present other special educators,
administrators, and parents with direct examples of how this technology can be
used in order to meet the unique needs and goals of all students, including
students with moderate/severe disabilities. A companion informational manual
has been developed to provide other special educators with a compact manual
that focuses directly on using Promethean technology to create viable lessons
which meet the unique academic needs of students with moderate/severe
disabilities.
Lessons Learned
Promethean technology can be an extremely valuable tool for educators
and allows special educators to present curriculum that is tied to IEP goals in a
digital format. Despite the many benefits of this technology, developing specific
Promethean flipcharts for individual students can be an exceptionally time
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consuming process. During the process of developing this project, the
researcher spent countless hours designing and editing sample flipcharts in
order to provide curriculum for students, and also to create a bank of readymade
flipcharts for colleagues and others in the profession. It is important that
educators possess a strong base knowledge of how to use and manipulate the
ActivInspire program before individual flipcharts can be developed with ease.
There are a number of shortcuts and programming details that can easily be
utilized to facilitate the process of developing these flipcharts. Once educators
have developed a clear understanding of how the ActivInspire program works,
the process of developing specific flipcharts becomes quick and efficient.
Educational Implications
Promethean technology has the feature of gifting the special educator the
ability to change the way they present curriculum to students with
moderate/severe disabilities. Specific goals can be addressed in a digital format
that is both new and engaging for students. Promethean flipchart slides can be
developed and modified to meet each student’s individual academic and social
needs. In some cases, the large touch screen ActivBoard may allow students
their first access to computer technology ever within the classroom setting.
With the proper training and specific instruction for special educators, this
technology can be implemented immediately into the daily routine of students
with special needs, a leap in progress and engagement for both the teacher and
student.
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Project Implementation Plans
The researcher has presented the benefits of Promethean flipcharts to
other special educators within the aforementioned large California school district.
The Promethean flipcharts that were developed for this project are currently in
use already and being applied in order to support the four students for whom the
flipcharts were developed. The researcher also plans to distribute the
informational manual that was developed as a companion product of this project
to other special educators who are interested in utilizing Promethean technology
in their classrooms.
Limitations of Project
The researcher acknowledges that this project is simply the first step that
must be taken to provide special educators with the information and training that
is necessary to begin using Promethean technology and creating flipcharts for
students with moderate/severe disabilities in the classroom. It is also important
to note that the current budget constraints in all California public schools have
directly affected the funding for professional development opportunities that
teachers are able to attend.
The companion manual itself is an excellent introduction to Promethean
technology and details how Promethean ActivBoards can be used in order to
support students with moderate/severe disabilities. That said, further training is
needed in order to provide special educators with support about how to create
these flipcharts by using the ActivInspire program and then how to integrate the
flipcharts into the classroom setting.
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Project Suggestions
As the use of Promethean technology in special education classrooms
increases, so will the need for more advanced professional development
opportunities that focuses on using this technology. The companion website
from the company, called Promethean Planet (www.prometheanplanet.com) has
a large database of flipcharts that have been developed by educators in a variety
of categories, but there is no database specifically assigned for flipcharts
developed for students with moderate/severe disabilities. If a database were to
be created specifically for these flipcharts, it would create a more collaborative
environment for special educators to share and have access to ideas from others
who are using this technology with their students.
There is also a need for more research to be conducted about how
Promethean technology affects the participation levels, engagement, and
achievement of students with moderate/severe disabilities. The researcher
encountered a number of journal articles that explored the use of interactive
whiteboards, and how their use positively affects general education students and
students with mild/moderate disabilities, but very little research has been
completed about the use of this technology and how it affects students with
moderate/severe disabilities.
Conclusion
Technology has irrevocably changed the way that academic curriculum is
presented to students on a daily basis in this country. With Promethean
technology, educators now have the ability to develop and individualize
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curriculum and present it to students digitally on a large, interactive whiteboard
(ActivBoard). As detailed in this paper, research has repeatedly shown that these
larger interactive whiteboards can increase student engagement, participation,
and performance. This, in turn, creates significant implications for special
educators who now have the ability to create individualized flipcharts that
correlate to the specific IEP goals of individual students.
It is not only possible, but beneficial to students if teachers create
Promethean flipcharts to support students with moderate/severe disabilities in the
classroom. The ActivInsipire software program allows special educators to
present individualized digital flipcharts to students via the large touchscreen
ActivBoard. As stated, for many students this may be the first time that they
have been given access to digital curriculum, thus bringing their educational
experiences more on par with the experiences of students in general education
classrooms. Promethean technology has now provided special educators the
capability to create, modify, and adjust digital flipcharts in order to teach specific
curriculum which meets the individual needs of students with moderate/severe
disabilities in ways that have previously been unattainable. This is a powerful
tool that special educators can now utilize to increase student achievement within
the classroom.
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6/&7")&7/1-%)1+%),'7#"#6#1&:%%E$/6#&'#)1%&#,'1/2/34%7*%)1%#I#6(2)$%/0%
&'#%275#$)&713%(/<#$%/0%&#,'1/2/34-%)3)71%($/"7+713%#+.,)&/$*%&'#%)5727&4%&/%
6##&%*&.+#1&%2#)$1713%1##+*%71%6.2&7(2#%6/+)27&7#*%+.$713%&'#%*)6#%2#**/1:%%
7KLVFDQEHHVSHFLDOO\EHQH¿FLDOIRUVSHFLDOHGXFDWRUVZKRDUHFRQVWDQWO\
VHHNLQJQHZZD\VWRPHHWWKHXQLTXHDQGVSHFL¿FQHHGVRIVWXGHQWVZLWK
6/+#$)&#G*#"#$#%+7*)5727&7#*:%%
H'#%E$/6#&'#)1%*4*&#6%')*%)22/<#+%*(#,7)2%#+.,)&7/1%&#),'#$*-%71%
()$&7,.2)$-%)1%#1&7$#24%1#<%<)4%&/%)++$#**%*&.+#1&*J%71+7"7+.)2%1##+*%
DQGWR¿QDOO\SURYLGHWKHVHVWXGHQWVDFFHVVWRWKHFRUHFXUULFXOXPLQDQ
#13)3713%)1+%*&76.2)&713%6)11#$:%%%=&.+#1&*%<'/%')+%1/&%($#"7/.*24%5##1%
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!"#$%&'%!(($))%&$(*+'#',-%./$%&'%&*$01%.0)!"0#0&0$)%2!-%+'3%3'14%30&*%!+%
$FWLY%RDUG$GGLWLRQDOO\VSHFLDOHGXFDWRUVFDQQRZVSHFL¿FDOO\GHVLJQ
ÀLSFKDUWVLQRUGHUWRPHHWWKHLUVWXGHQWV¶LQGLYLGXDOQHHGV,QGLYLGXDOL]HG
5./(!&0'+%61',1!2%78569%,'!#):%%;*$1$%!1$%+/2$1'/)%3!-)%&*!&%$./(!&'1)%
'<%)&/.$+&)%30&*%2'.$1!&$=)$>$1$%.0)!"0#0&0$)%(!+%/&0#0?$%&*0)%&$(*+'#',-%0+%
'1.$1%&'%2$$&%&*$%/+0@/$%+$$.)%'<%$!(*%)&/.$+&%0+%&*$01%(#!))1''2):

KEY COMPONENTS OF THE PROMETHEAN SYSTEM
!"#$%&'()*
A!1,$%0+&$1!(&0>$%3*0&$"'!1.
!"#$%+,-.$)/
B(&0>$8+)C01$%0)%&*$%)'<&3!1$%C1',1!2%&*!&%0)%/)$.%"-%&$!(*$1)%0+%'1.$1%&'%
!##'3%)&/.$+&)%&'%0+&$1!(&%30&*%&*$%B(&0>D'!1.:%%B(&0>8+)C01$E%.$>$#'C$.%"-%
3URPHWKHDQHQDEOHVWHDFKHUVWRLQGLYLGXDOL]HÀLSFKDUWVLQWHUDFWLYH%
C1',1!220+,%0+%'1.$1%&'%2$$&%)&/.$+&)F%/+0@/$%!+.%0+.0>0./!#%+$$.)%#04$%
+$>$1%"$<'1$:%%;*0)%)'<&3!1$%*!)%&*$%!"0#0&-%&'%$))$+&0!##-%(*!+,$%&*$%3!-%&*!&%
&$!(*$1)%!1$%!"#$%&'%C1$)$+&%(/110(/#/2%!+.%,0>$)%)&/.$+&)%!%2'1$%0+.0>0./!#G
0?$.%$HC$10$+($%0+%&*$%#$!1+0+,%$+>01'+2$+&:%%I'1%)C$(0!#%$./(!&0'+%&$!(*$1)E%
&*0)%)'<&3!1$E%3*$+%C!01$.%30&*%!%61'2$&*$!+%B(&0>D'!1.E%0)%+'&*0+,%)*'1&%'<%
1$>'#/&0'+!1-:%%8+.0>0./!#0?$.%5./(!&0'+%61',1!2%78569%,'!#)%(!+%)/..$+#-%
"$%"1'/,*&%&'%#0<$%!+.%C1$)$+&$.%'+%!%#!1,$%0+&$1!(&0>$%.0,0&!#%)(1$$+:%%JC$(0!#%
HGXFDWLRQWHDFKHUVDUHQRZDEOHWRGHVLJQÀLSFKDUWVXVLQJ$FWLY,QVSLUHWKDW
0+&$,1!&$%>0.$'E%!/.0'E%!+.%&$H&%0+%'1.$1%&'%$+*!+($%)&/.$+&%$+,!,$2$+&%!+.%
!(*0$>$2$+&:
I'1%2'1$%0+<'12!&0'+%'+%*'3%&'%/)$%&*$%&*$%B(&0>8+)C01$%)'<&3!1$%C#$!)$%>0)0&%
&*$%<'##'30+,%3$")0&$K%*&&CK==333:C1'2$&*$!+3'1#.:('2=$+G/)=$./(!&0'+=
C1'./(&)=)'<&3!1$=!(&0>0+)C01$
!"#$%0/,
L01$#$))%2!,+$&0(%&0CC$.%C$+G#04$%0+)&1/2$+&%/)$.%&'%%2!+0C/#!&$%!+.%%
('+&1'#%0&$2)%'+%B(&0>D'!1.:%%;*$%B(&0>6$+%0)%)020#!1%0+%/)$%&'%&*$%2'/)$%'+%
!%&1!.0&0'+!#%('2C/&$1%)-)&$2:%%;*$%B(&0>6$+%0)%&*$%</+.!2$+&!#%2$!+)%"-%
3*0(*%&*$%/)$1%0+&$1!(&)%30&*%&*$%B(&0>D'!1.:
!"#$%1/2'#/
B##'3)%/)$1%&'%('+&1'#%B(&0>D'!1.%!+.%C$1<'12%3$"%"1'3)$1%
</+(&0'+)%&*!&%!1$%,$+$1!##-%2!.$%/)0+,%4$-"'!1.%)*'1&(/&):
!"#$3'#/
J0H%"/&&'+%301$#$))%#$!1+$1%1$)C'+)$%)-)&$2
!"#$%4(,*
J!2$%</+(&0'+%!)%B(&0>6$+%30&*%!%MNO%1$!(*
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!"#$%&'%()**
*******+,-!.'("&/
The following pages contain
a number of Promethean
flipcharts that have been
specifically designed and
developed to correlate with
individual students’ IEP goals.
Each flipchart is an example
of how special educators now
have the ability to design,
manipulate, and modify digital
curriculum in order to meet
the specific needs of
individuals with moderate/
severe disabilities.
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7KH6DPSOHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHVKRZQEHORZZDVGHYHORSHGWREHDQLQWURGXF!
WLRQWRDOHVVRQDQGFDQEHPRGL¿HGLQRUGHUWRFKDQJHWKHGDWHDQGRU"
#$%&'((")%**'+%"#,"-.%"/#01"2'&'+&'2.3""4#5-"*67%89#(#&"'50"/'9:+&#;50"
9#(#&"9'5"'(*#"/%"9.'5+%0"65"#&0%&"-#".%(2"*;22#&-"*-;0%5-*"<6-."$6*6#5""
6)2'6&)%5-*3"

!"#$%&'('
"

7KLVÀLSFKDUWVOLGH6DPSOHZDVGHYHORSHGIRUDVWXGHQWZKRLV"
<#&:65+"#5"(%'&565+"-#"*6+5".%&"5')%";*65+"=)%&69'5">6+5"?'5+;'+%3""
@.%"+&%%5"9.%9:")'&:"69#5"6*"'".12%&(65:"-.'-"9#55%9-*"-.%";*%&"06&%9-(1"
-#"'"1#;-;/%"$60%#"AZZZ\RXWXEHFRPZDWFK"Y Z04+G8%NH,B"#,"'5"
=)%&69'5">6+5"?'5+;'+%"'(2.'/%-"*#5+3"""
!"#$%&')'
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7KH6DPSOHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHKHOSVWRVXSSRUWDVWXGHQW¶VFRORUPDWFKLQJ,(3
!"#$%&&'()&*+,-).+&,*)*&+()&/0"1)+()#.&23+45/).&4.&"0-)0&+"&63$437&#.-&-0#!8&
+()&3"$"0*&".&+()&+"9&#.-&1#+3(&+()1&+"&+()&3"$"0*&#+&+()&:"++"1&";&+()&*$4-)%&&

!"#$%&'(

6DPSOHVKRZVZKDWWKHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHORRNVOLNHDIWHUWKHVWXGHQWFRUUHFWO\
1#.49,$#+)*&)#3(&3"$"0&4.+"&+()&3"00)3+&$"3#+4".%

!"#$%&')
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6DPSOHLVDQH[DPSOHRIDÀLSFKDUWVOLGHWKDWDOORZVWHDFKHUVWRZRUNRQD
!"#$%&'()*(+",-."-%("#&/(0.##$0.+.12((3&.4%,&/(0",(./%(&5%(6#)1%&5%",(70&$!6%,(
LQRUGHUWRLGHQWLI\DQGFLUFOHVSHFL¿FOHWWHUVRUOHWWHUVRXQGV6WXGHQWVFDQDOVR
FLUFOHXQGHUOLQHWKHOHWWHUVLQWKHLUQDPHRUVSHOORXWVSHFL¿FVLJKWZRUGVWKDW
&5%'("#%(8)#9$,-(&)8"#4(1"/&%#$,-2((:5%#%("#%(&8)(5';%#+$,9/("&(&5%(<)&&)1()*(
WKHSDJH7KH¿UVWK\SHUOLQNWKHDUURZLFRQOLQNVVWXGHQWVWRDSKRQLFVZHEVLWH
=8882/&"#*"++20)1>(85%#%(/&.4%,&/(0",(0),&$,.%(8)#9$,-(),("(;5),$0/(<"/%4(
0"./%?%**%0&($,&%#,%&(";;+$0"&$),2((:5%(/%0),4(5';%#+$,9@(&5%(05%09A1"#9($0),@(
+$,9/(/&.4%,&/(&)(&5%(#%"4$,-(.;-#"4%(8%</$&%(=8882#%"4$,-.;-#"4%20)1>2((:5%(
#%"4$,-(.;-#"4%(8%</$&%("++)8/(/&.4%,&/(&)(8)#9(),(&5%$#(#%"4$,-?0)1;#%5%,/$),(
/9$++/(",4(&#"09/($,4$!$4."+(/&.4%,&/B(;#)-#%//(&5#).-5).&(&5%(/05))+('%"#2((
!
"#$%&'!(

6DPSOHLVDQH[DPSOHRIKRZVWXGHQWVLQWHUDFWZLWKWKLVVSHFL¿FÀLSFKDUWVOLGH
8VLQJWKH$FWLY3HQVWXGHQWVFKRRVHWKHFRORUWKDWWKH\ZRXOGOLNHWRFLUFOHZLWK
DQGWKHQLGHQWLI\OHWWHUVEDVHGRQVRXQGVDQGRUVSHFL¿FOHWWHUQDPHV7KH\WKHQ
./%(&5%(5';%#+$,9/(&)();%,("(8%<(<#)8/%#(&5"&(8$++(0),,%0&(&5%(/&.4%,&/(&)(&5%(
"*)#%1%,&$),%4(;5),$0/(;#)-#"1/2
!
"#$%&'!)
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!"#$%&'(')*+$%",+'"'+%*)&'-."-'"%%/0+'+-1)&2-+'-/'3%*34'"2)')5"6'-.&'3/%/5'
2"#&'"2)'#"-3.'*-'-/'-.&'3/55&3-'3/%/57''8/%/5+'3"2'9&'3."26&)'/5'-.&'
-&"3.&5'3"2'#/)*:,'-.&'+%*)&'-/'3/2-"*2'/2%,'/2&'/5'-0/'3/%/5+':/5'-.&''
+-1)&2-'-/'*)&2-*:,;'-.1+':15-.&5'+3"::/%)*26'+-1)&2-'%&"52*267''

!
"#$%&'!(

7KHVOLGHGLVSOD\HGLQ6DPSOHUHSUHVHQWVZKDWWKHÀLSFKDUWORRNVOLNHDIWHU
-.&'+-1)&2-')5"6+'"%%'-.&'3/%/5'2"#&+'*2-/'-.&'3/55&+$/2)*26'3/%/5'9/<7

!
"#$%&'!)
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6DPSOHGLVSOD\VDÀLSFKDUWWKDWFDQEHXVHGE\WKHVWXGHQWWRLGHQWLI\
VSHFL¿FOHWWHUVLQKHUQDPHE\SRLQWLQJWRWKHOHWWHUVRUFLUFOLQJWKHPXVLQJ
!"#$%&!'()#*+$$,"#$-!./#*!$&0*$01-2$34'!#$!"#$1#!!#4-$25$"#4$*06#$'*$!"#$728#-$
7#123$#0&"$1#!!#4+$$9*$!"'-$#806:1#;$:'&!.4#-$25$!"#$-!./#*!<-$50(24'!#$0*'601-$
ZHUHDGGHGLQRUGHUWRSHUVRQDOL]HWKHÀLSFKDUW7KHSLFWXUHVWKHPVHOYHV
&0*$0&!$0-$"=:#41'*>-$0*/$1'*>$!"#$-!./#*!$!2$2!"#4$:"2*'&-$70-#/$3#7-'!#-$24$
FRQWDLQDXGLR¿OHVWKDWSURQRXQFHWKHQDPHRIHDFKDQLPDO$
!"#$%&'(

6DPSOHLVDQH[DPSOHRIKRZWKLVÀLSFKDUWFDQEHPDQLSXODWHGE\WKH
-!./#*!+$$,"#$-!./#*!$'-$071#$!2$324>$2*$34'!'*?$"#4$*06#$.-'*?$!"#$%&!'()#*+$$
,"#$1#!!#4-$'*$!"#$3"'!#$728#-$324>$0-$0$-&05521/@62/#1$'*$24/#4$!2$-.::24!$
!"#$-!./#*!$3"'1#$-"#$'-$34'!'*?$"#4$*06#+$$
'
!"#$%&')*
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7KHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHVKRZQLQ6DPSOHFDQEHXVHGE\HDFKVWXGHQWDVWKH\
!"#!$%#&!%'()**$++,%!-!$.%,+$"/"01%%2#%/*%3)$#%+4%#&!%5)/(.%$+6#/"!%)"5%/*%!)*/(.%
PRGL¿HGLQRUGHUWRPHHWHDFKVWXGHQW¶VVSHFL¿FQHHGV,IDVWXGHQWLVXQ7
)8(!%#+%/5!"#/4.%&/*9&!$%+:"%"),!;%)%3/'#6$!%')"%8!%*633(!,!"#!5%+$%)%3/'#6$!%
+4%#&!%*#65!"#%')"%8!%3()'!5%)8+-!98!(+:%#&!%:$/##!"%"),!%+4%#&!%*#65!"#1%%

!"#$%&'((

6DPSOHVKRZVWKHÀLSFKDUWDIWHULWKDVEHHQPDQLSXODWHGE\WKHVWXGHQWV
<)'&%*#65!"#%/*%)8(!%#+%'+,!%63%#+%#&!%8+)$5%)"5%6*!%#&!%='#/->!"%/"%+$5!$%
#+%5$)0%#&!/$%"),!%+-!$%#+%#&!%?@'&++(A%8+B1%%

!"#$%&'()
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7KLVÀLSFKDUWVOLGH6DPSOHDOORZVVWXGHQWVWRZRUNRQWKHLUVHTXHQFLQJ
!"#$%&''()'*+,%'-#%./'#)'#00$.'1#%'2%.3/'42*'*+.'%.52.)-.'-#)'4.'-+#)!.3'
,)'"63.6'*"'0.6%")#$,7.'*+.'%$,3.'8"6'*+.'%*23.)*&''(*',%'#$%"'0"%%,4$.'*"'9#:.'
#'+#)3'1#%+,)!'"6'-2**,)!'%.52.)-.',)'"63.6'*"'%200"6*'"*+.6'(;<'!"#$%'*+#*'
*+.'%*23.)*'9#='+#>.&''

!"#$%&'()

6DPSOHGHPRQVWUDWHVZKDWWKHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHORRNVOLNHDIWHUWKHVWXGHQW
36#!%'.#-+'#00$.',-")',)*"'*+.'-"66.-*'0$#-.&'

!"#$%&'(*
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6DPSOHLVDQH[DPSOHRIDÀLSFKDUWVOLGHIRFXVLQJRQLGHQWLI\LQJWKH
!"#$%"&'(()$*+",$-(#&"(#./"($0(1/213(#,+(+&#4($%"(210,($%#$(&"5&"-",$-("#1%(
+#67-(!"#$%"&(2,$0($%"(/#&4"(!%2$"(.08(0,($%"(&24%$(%#,+(-2+"(09($%"(-1&"",'((
)$*+",$-(1#,(#/-0(!&2$"(2,($%"(-:#//"&(!%2$"(.08'((;%"(4&"",(1%"13<:#&3(
210,=(/01#$"+(2,($%"(/0!"&(&24%$(%#,+(-2+"(09($%"(-1&"",=(/2,3-(-$*+",$-($0(#(
!"#$%"&(!".-2$"(>!!!'!"#$%"&'10:?(!%"&"(-$*+",$-(1#,(1%"13($%"(!""37-(
!"#$%"&(90&"1#-$'((

!
"#$%&'!()

)#:5/"(@A(-%0!-(%0!($%"(-$*+",$-(#&"(#./"($0(:#,25*/#$"B!&2$"(0,($%"(
ÀLSFKDUWVOLGH

!
"#$%&'!(*
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7KHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHGLVSOD\HGLQ6DPSOHKHOSVVWXGHQWVWRZRUNRQVSHFL¿F
!"#$%&$'('")*+,((-%#./$%+(!)$(!*&!0()$.(.1)'("23/!%+4(&$(%5&+(!)+/(%5/(!5&!0/$(
LFRQVLQWRWKHODUJHUZKLWHER[7HDFKHUVFDQVSHFLI\DVSHFL¿FQXPEHUE\
61&%&$'(%5)%($#72/1(&$(%5/(+7)**/1(65&%/(2"8("$(%5/(1&'5%(5)$.(+&./("9(%5/(
+!1//$,((:23/!%+(!)$(2/(!5)$'/.(&$("1./1(%"(;/1+"$)*&</(%5/(+*&./(9"1()$(
LQGLYLGXDOVWXGHQW¶VVSHFL¿FLQWHUHVWV

!
"#$%&'!()

-)7;*/(=>(+5"6+(65)%(%5/(+*&./(*""0+(*&0/()9%/1(&%(5)+(2//$(7)$&;#*)%/.()$.(
#+/.(2?()(+%#./$%,((

!

"#$%&'!(*
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7KHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHGLVSOD\HGLQ6DPSOHLVEDVHGXSRQDVWXGHQW¶V,(3!
JRDOWRLGHQWLI\VSHFL¿FVKDSHV7KLVVOLGHDOORZVVWXGHQWVWRXVHWKH!
"#$%&'()!*)+!+,*-!(*#.!/.*0(1/!2,%$$()!)*3(!*)+!04*#(!%$!%)/%+(!$.(!!
FRUUHFWVKDSH6RXQG¿OHVFDQDOVREHLPEHGGHGLQWRWKHVKDSHV7KLV!
*4452/!$.(!/$6+()$!$5!-*%)!(7$,*!/6005,$!89!#4%#:%)-!5)!$.(!/.*0(!*)+!!
.(*,%)-!$.(!/.*0(1/!)*3(!#53(!$.,56-.!$.(!#4*//,5531/!/0(*:(,/;!!

!
"#$%&'!()

6DPSOHVKRZVWKH³6+$3(6´ÀLSFKDUWVOLGHDIWHULWKDVEHHQFRUUHFWO\
PRGL¿HGE\WKHVWXGHQW

!
"#$%&'!*+
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6DPSOHLVDQH[DPSOHRIDÀLSFKDUWVOLGHWKDWZDVGHVLJQHGWRPHHWD
!"#$%&"'!()*"+(,-*./((0&("+1!(2*!%3("+%(!"#$%&"(1!(4%5#14%$("-(1$%&"167(+-8(
)*&7(-9:%2"!(*4%(1&(%*2+(9-;(97(841"1&,("+%(&#)9%4(1&("+%(!)*..%4(8+1"%(9-;(
1&("+%()1$$.%(-6("+%(<*,%/((=,*1&3("+%(%$#2*"-4(2*&(2+*&,%(12-&!(1&(-4$%4("-(
<%4!-&*.1>%("+%(!.1$%(6-4(%*2+(!"#$%&"'!(1&$1?1$#*.(1&"%4%!"!/((02-&!(2*&(*.!-(
EHDGGHGVXEWUDFWHGIURPHDFKER[WRFKDQJHWKHVSHFL¿FQXPEHUWKDWWKH
!"#$%&"(1!(1$%&"1671&,/

!
"#$%&'!()

@*)<.%(AA(!+-8!(+-8(*(!"#$%&"(1!(*9.%("-(#!%("+%(=2"1?B%&("-(1$%&"167C841"%(
"+%(2-44%2"(&#)9%4(-6(-9:%2"!(1&(%*2+(9-;/((

!
"#$%&'!((
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7KHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHGLVSOD\HGLQ6DPSOHUHTXLUHVVWXGHQWVWRLGHQWLI\WKH
!"##$%&'()*+'&,$'%$-&'()*+')%('&,$'.#$/01"2'()*3''4%'1#($#'&1'5)%0."6)&$'&,02'
260($+'2&"($%&2'5"2&'!60!7')%('(#)8'&,$'()*2'19'&,$':$$7':#0&&$%'0!1%2')%('
.6)!$'&,$5'0%'&,$'!1##$!&'61!)&01%3'';,$%'&,$'8#$$%')##1:'0!1%')&'&,$'&1.'
#08,&',)%('!1#%$#'19'&,$'2!#$$%'02'.#$22$('&,$'<=)*2'19'&,$';$$7>'21%8'
.6)*23''

!
"#$%&'!()

?)5.6$'@A'2,1:2',1:'2&"($%&2',)/$'&,$')B060&*'&1'!60!7')%('(#)8'&,$'()*2'19'
&,$':$$7'0!1%2'0%&1'&,$'!1##$!&'61!)&01%3''

!
"#$%&'!(*
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7KHÀLSFKDUWVKRZQLQ6DPSOHZDVGHYHORSHGWRZRUNRQDVWXGHQW¶V!
"#$%&'!(&))*+,!$*-%*,.#,/!/0&'1!!23*!$)%4*,)!#$!&5'*!)0!.'#.6!&,4!4+&/!)3*!
#.0,$!'0.&)*4!#,!)3*!'&+/*!73#)*!508!&,4!('&.*!)3*9!#,!)3*!.0++*.)!'0.&)#0,!
RQHDFKVHTXHQFHOLQH2EMHFWVLQWKHVHTXHQFHOLQHFDQEHPRGL¿HGE\WKH
WHDFKHULQRUGHUWRLQFUHDVHGLI¿FXOW\PDLQWDLQLQWHUHVWRUSHUVRQDOL]HWKH
ÀLSFKDUWVOLGHIRUHDFKVWXGHQW

!
"#$%&'!()

6DPSOHVKRZVKRZWKHÀLSFKDUWVOLGHDSSHDUVDIWHUWKHVWXGHQWKDV!
9&,#(%'&)*4!#)!.0++*.)':1!!!

"#$%&'!(*
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USEFUL RESOURCES
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